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Abstract: Although nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is recognized as a powerful tool in many areas of research, among the investigative techniques used in the field of cultural heritage its application is still largely unknown. One of the reasons for this is that artifacts are complex heterogeneous systems whose analysis requires a multi-disciplinary approach. In addition, major drawbacks in the analysis of objects belonging to cultural heritage are their limited quantity, number of samples collected from the artifact, and their immobility. Consequently, a methodological approach where non-destructive, and possibly non-invasive techniques are used, is advisable. In recent years, thanks to the development of portable instruments, there has been an increasing use of the NMR methodology in the cultural heritage field. The use of portable NMR has allowed us to study several materials in the cultural heritage, such as frescoes, stones, wood, paper, and paintings, to address the challenges in monitoring dampness in historical masonries, to evaluate the penetration depth of a hydrophobic treatment into a porous material, and to study of the effect of cleaning procedures on artifacts. In this paper, recent studies illustrating the potential of NMR portable methodologies in this field of research are reported.
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1. Introduction

The study of the state of conservation of cultural heritage and its monitoring over time represents a complex field. Many works of art show different challenges, including the necessity to minimize both the quantity and the number of samples collected from artifacts. Moreover, often the objects to be analyzed are immovable and cannot be brought to the laboratory for analysis. Over the past twenty years, research has sought to address these issues by developing progressively advanced technologies that are mostly portable and non-invasive [1,2]. Decades of technological advances in instrumental analysis have transformed numerous techniques from laboratory innovations into portable non-invasive analytical tools with increasing applicability to the study of cultural heritage objects. The magnetic resonance technique is among these technologies. Despite being developed in the 1950s, its application to cultural heritage is relatively recent. This is largely due to the fact that NMR spectrometers are typically large, expensive, and immovable, making them less commonly available in many laboratories. Furthermore, even with the development of new methodologies aimed at reducing the quantity of required samples [fast-MAS NMR], there is still a demand for a substantial amount of samples (mg) for analysis. The development of portable unilateral NMR sensors in the 2000s [3–8] marked an advancement in the application of magnetic resonance to cultural heritage collections [9–12]. This technique is increasingly employed to investigate the state of conservation and degradation of works of art, as well as to monitor the effectiveness of treatments applied to materials within the realm of cultural heritage [13–16].

In portable NMR sensors, in which the object is taken close to the stray magnetic field, the magnet geometry is referred to as an open geometry. In this configuration,
the magnet is placed to one side of the object, fully preserving the integrity and the dimension of the sample under investigation, while also facilitating measurements of precious materials. Because of this peculiarity, portable NMR sensors are also called unilateral NMR or single-sided NMR sensors. A drawback of these types of sensors is the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field, which limits the type of experiments that can be carried out. Due to the inhomogeneous magnetic field, the signal (FID) decays rapidly and cannot be directly detected, as performed with benchtop and laboratory NMR spectrometers. Therefore in portable NMR sensors, the signal must be recovered as an echo allowing for the measurements of NMR parameters such as proton density, longitudinal $T_1$ and transverse $T_2$ relaxation times, self-diffusion coefficient, and even the collection of 2D $T_1$–$T_2$ Maps [17]. The decay of magnetization in the xy plane is frequently dominated by the field inhomogeneity effect, and the transverse relaxation time is generally referred to as $T_2^*$, which is always shorter than that measured in a homogeneous field. $T_2^*$ is used to explain such observed decay, as it considers both the natural $T_2$ relaxation (spin–spin interaction) and the relaxation due to magnetic field inhomogeneity ($T_2'$), as described in Equation (1):

$$\frac{1}{T_2^*} = \frac{1}{T_2} + \frac{1}{T_2'}$$

In Figure 1 are illustrated two typologies of portable unilateral NMR sensors: Figure 1a shows a palm-sized NMR sensor. It consists of a U-shaped magnet obtained using two antiparallel permanent magnets mounted on an iron yoke with the rf coil positioned in the gap of the magnet. The magnetic field is external to the device, enabling large objects to be studied without any sampling. Different probe heads, each tuned to the proper frequency are used to obtain different depths of measurement. Changing the radiofrequency inside the iron yoke, it is possible to range the penetration depth of 0 mm, 3 mm, and 5 mm, corresponding to a sensitive volume of $1 \times 20 \times 50$ mm$^3$.

Figure 1b shows a further development of unilateral NMR sensors by Magritek that can scan depths from 0 up to 1.0 cm. This sensor generates a magnetic field with an exceptionally extremely uniform gradient, enabling the resolution of near-surface structures in arbitrarily large samples. To improve gradient uniformity, the device works at a fixed depth from the sensor, where high depth resolution can be achieved. The position of the excited slice inside the sample can be varied by displacing the sensor using a high-precision lift that repositions the magnet with respect to the sample, producing depth profiles with micrometric spatial resolution [5,8]. These devices have opened further possibilities of application in the field of cultural heritage [15,16,18].
2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Monitoring Moisture in Masonry

The presence of water in historic masonry is one of the most pressing conservation problems for architectural heritage [19,20] and, more generally, ancient buildings. The moisture presence can be attributed to several origins: accidental causes (roof infiltration, pipe leaks, etc.), condensation (both on the outer surface and inside the masonry), precipitation caused by wind [21,22], hygroscopic salts [23], floods [24] and floods underground, where water is supplied by aquifers under clay soils, underground watercourse [25], and poor drainage of precipitation [26], etc.

The movement of water inside building materials acts as a carrier for the salt contents dissolved in solution, transporting them from the inside of the masonry to the surface. Since the salts cannot evaporate, they are deposited inside the pores in correspondence with the evaporation section, both superficial in the case of plaster, and internal in the case of masonry.

The saturation of the porous system, due to the continuous deposit of salts, determines the occurrence of states of stress that produce bulges, detachments, and the phenomena of surface degradation (Figure 2).

Knowledge of the water path and its distribution through the wall is mandatory to determine the mechanism by which the water causes and accelerates damage [27], whereas humidity in historic masonry often affects buildings that contain architectural and artistic evidence such as museums, art galleries and noble palaces. An accurate diagnosis of the causes and the extent of humidity is a fundamental step to be performed before the conservation work. Nevertheless, the amount and the distribution of moisture within a wall painting is difficult to determine. The methods currently used for this determination are IR thermography (IRT), electrical conductivity, and gravimetric tests. IRT does not allow a quantitative evaluation of the moisture content, electrical conductivity may be affected by the presence of salts, and gravimetric tests are a highly invasive technique, requiring sampling by core drilling, which is strictly forbidden in the case of precious artworks such as wall paintings.

Over recent years, several studies have allowed the validation of portable NMR techniques as an analytical and non-invasive tool for quantitative mapping in situ, in a fully non-invasive way, the moisture distribution in precious and ancient deteriorated masonries and wall paintings [27,28].

By performing a suitable number of NMR measurements on a matrix of points, the NMR data are processed to obtain a contour plot, which is a 2D representation of a 3D surface, where x and y are the coordinates of the measured area of the masonry and z is the integral of the NMR echo signal. The contour plot obtained allowed for an easy visualization of the distribution of the moisture in the wall painting; the difference in the moisture levels are represented as a gradient of color, dark red indicates the lowest moisture content, whereas dark blue indicates the highest moisture content.
The peculiarity of the portable NMR methodology is that the intensity of the signal detected by NMR is directly proportional to the water content [29]. This allows for the calibration of the integral of the recorded signal NMR in order for each area of the map to correspond with an accurate amount of moisture.

In detail, the calibration of the $^1$H NMR signal was carried out using 4 model plaster samples prepared to reproduce the same type of mortar used in the wall under investigation. The calibration between the water content of the model samples (Moisture Content (MC)), and the NMR signal was obtained by using the imbibition coefficient ($i_c$), defined as the maximum amount of water adsorbed by the specimen compared to its dry weight, according to the following equations [28]:

$$MC_{(NMR)} = \left( A_i - A_{\text{min}} \right) \left( \frac{i_c}{A_{SW} - A_{SD}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$i_c = \frac{(P_{SW} - P_{SD})}{P_{SD}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $A_i$ is the amplitude of the NMR signal measured on the masonry, $A_{\text{min}}$ is the lowest value of the amplitude measured on the masonry, and $A_{SW}$ and $A_{SD}$ are the average values of the amplitude of the NMR signal measured in the water-saturated and dried model plaster samples, respectively. $P_{SD}$ and $P_{SW}$ are the weights of the model plaster samples in dried and water-saturated conditions. According to this calibration procedure, each area of the contour plot map corresponds to an accurate amount of moisture.

Different humidity source damage in masonries can be found. In this paper, three typologies will be discussed: moisture due to rising damp, moisture in hypogeous environments, and moisture due to condensation phenomena. These studies on moisture in the masonries are performed by using a U-shaped unilateral NMR sensor, as reported in Figure 1a. Rising damp is one of the most recurrent and well-known hazards to existing buildings and monuments. As the phenomenon of rising damp is quite slow, the damage of the building materials and structures may become visible only after several years from the construction. The mechanism behind the phenomenon of rising damp in a wall is based on capillarity [19,20,30–32]. It is a physical event that exploits the surface tension between a liquid and a solid. Capillary forces drive water from the ground to the wall, defying gravity forces. The rising humidity can reach several meters in height and theoretically can reach up to 15 m. Actually, the level of rising is limited to about one or two meters because it depends on the porosity of the material and the evaporation phenomena. Generally, the damage due to capillary rise afflicts the historic masonries that are in the vicinity of water courses or in wetlands, aggravated by extreme weather phenomena that characterize climate change in progress. The San Nicola in Carcere church in Rome, located near the Tiber River in an area that must have been originally swampy and subject to the floods, is a study case falling within this first category. The high levels of humidity affected the wall of the church for a long time, which made it necessary to periodically remake its wall paintings. The church was the subject of a multidisciplinary study within a regional project ADAMO Project (Analysis, Diagnostic and Monitoring Technologies for the conservation and restoration of cultural heritage) for the presence of important water infiltrations in the apse. A campaign of measures was carried out by a multidisciplinary non-invasive approach for the evaluation of the content and moisture distribution in the lower part of the apse of the church. Unilateral NMR was one of the techniques used for non-invasive analysis [33]. To map the moisture distribution, a probe of 3 mm depth was used.

Figure 3 showed the moisture distribution map obtained in the San Nicola apse by unilateral NMR sensors. The contour plots obtained (Figure 3c) allowed us to visualize the height of the wetter areas of the apse. In particular, the wet front reaches a height of about 1800 on the left and 1500 cm on the right of apse.
Figure 3. (a) The blue box shows the area of the apse in the church of “San Nicola in Carcere”, analyzed by NMR unilateral sensor; (b) portable NMR during the acquisition; (c) Humidity map recorded by unilateral NMR at the depth of 3 mm of the San Nicola apse. The legend provides the humidity content range (%) obtained by calibrating the NMR signal.

By performing the calibration of the maximum NMR proton signal by model samples described above, in the most humid region a moisture content (MC NMR) value of 30% was found.

Another case of moisture damage is what happens in hypogaeal environments. The hypogeous environments are underground environments, or cavities, which can be both natural, such as karst caves, or artificial, such as hypogeous museal environments, i.e., catacombs, and they are characterized by very high relative humidity levels and generally very low temperatures. The conservation of underground environments is a problem with challenging solutions, due to the complex dynamics that characterize the physical–chemical–biological interactions between the hypogaeal structure and surrounding environment.

Finally, the hypogaeal environments, in addition to being affected by changes in temperature and internal humidity, are continuously subject to the risk of water infiltration, due to rainwater percolation and any underground aquifers present.

The experiences conducted in typical underground environments, such as the Etruscan necropolis and the catacombs, have indicated in the processes of thermo-hygrometric exchange the main causes of the mechanisms of chemical degradation, such as the cycles of salt crystallization, biological degradation, such as the formation of microorganisms and algae.

The approach of using unilateral NMR sensors to map moisture distribution was recently applied to the Greek Chapel in the catacombs of Priscilla, Rome. The catacombs of Priscilla were one of the first cemeteries to be found in the sixteenth century. The Greek
The chapel is named due to two Greek inscriptions painted in the right niche. It is richly decorated with paintings and stuccoes in a Pompeian style and it has a particular shape with three niches for sarcophagi. The purpose of the study was to monitor the moisture status of the paintings in the Greek Chapel in two different times of the year: July, summer heat, and March, a rainy spring period. This study was part of the REMEDIA Project “Research and diagnostics of methods to contrast the deterioration caused by humidity in Cultural Heritage”.

In Figure 4b, the moisture distribution maps obtained by unilateral NMR sensors at a depth of 5 mm from the surface are shown. In July 2022, moisture content is confined in the upper part of the masonry with a percentage of about 20–22%, while the lower part of the map shows lower humidity levels, about 8–10%, suggesting a drying process of the masonry in the summer season. In March 2023, the levels of humidity are localized in the center of the masonry, with values between 13 and 23% and higher due to the frequent rains in springtime.

![Figure 4.](image)

**Figure 4.** (a) Area (yellow circled) investigated by unilateral NMR sensors in the Greek Chapel, in the Catacombs of Priscilla, Rome; (b) Humidity maps recorded by NMR sensors at a depth of 5 mm from the surface in July 2022 (left) and in March 2023 (right), respectively. The legend provides the humidity content range (%) obtained by calibrating the NMR signal.

The third analyzed case of damage due to moisture is the condensation of air moisture on the masonry. Condensation can occur both on the outer surface of the walls and inside the porous masonry structure. Surface condensation occurs when the air vapor is in contact with a cold, condensed surface; this is because in some places or in some areas of the wall the internal surface temperature is lower than the so-called “dew temperature”, which means the temperature below the steam condenses. Interstitial condensation relates to the diffusion of steam through the walls that divide rooms at different temperatures and at relative humidities, and occurs at the inner layers of masonry when a correct sequence of layers is not realized.

In these processes, temperature fluctuations play a significant role, leading to the accumulation of moisture on surfaces and, in some cases, affecting the deeper layers of the masonries.

In addition, the presence of hygroscopic salts further aggravates the damage. These salts in fact could absorb moisture from their surroundings, becoming a key element in the preferential path of moisture distribution within the wall. Over time, their crystallization and expansion put pressure on the materials, resulting in structural damage [23,25].
The use of unilateral NMR sensors to map the distribution of moisture in the fresco has been applied to investigate the wall paintings of Brancacci’s chapel, painted by Masolino, Masaccio, Filippino Lippi between 1425–1485. The investigation became necessary to understanding the moisture distribution of the wall near the surface in relation to the environmental parameters at seasonal intervals.

Figure 5b shows the distribution maps obtained in two different seasons of the year by unilateral NMR show a depth of 1 mm on the left pillar of Brancacci Chapel, decorated with Cacciata dei Progenitori dall’Eden by Masaccio. The moisture distribution map derived from NMR data processing in the “Cacciata” scene was recorded in November 2022 and was suitably calibrated, see Figure 5b left, showing a moisture content (MC) in this area of the chapel to fall within the 0–6% range. Specifically, in the most humid region, an MC value of about 6% was found.

Figure 5. (a) Unilateral NMR instruments during the acquisition of a spin echo signal on the left pillar of Brancacci’s Chapel decorated with the “Cacciata” scene; (b) Humidity maps recorded by NMR at a depth of 1 mm from the surface in November 2022 (left) and in April 2023 (right), respectively. The legend provides the humidity content range (%) obtained by calibrating the NMR signal.

A second monitoring campaign, conducted in April 2023 (see Figure 5b right), indicated a decrease in moisture distribution, with the MC values reduced from 4–5 to 3–1%.

2.2. NMR Stratigraphy for Paintings

One of the most recent applications of unilateral NMR sensors has been the characterization of material stratigraphy. Unilateral NMR allows for $^1$H NMR signal amplitude encoding as a function of the scanned depth [5,7], providing information on the structure and thickness of the hydrogen-rich layers. This type of non-invasive investigation can be of great help in the conservation of paintings. Paintings are complex multilayer systems of organic and inorganic materials. Several factors can influence the degradation of paintings, such as environmental conditions, past restoration work and, finally, the type of painting technique and artistic materials used over the centuries. Two major challenges must be overcome to preserve the integrity of the object. First, during studies, a non-destructive method is required with minimal, or preferably no collection of samples to ensure its preservation and prevention of its degradation during studies. Secondly, the objects studied are often too precious and immovable, so the impossibility of bringing them to a laboratory leaves a study in situ as the only option. Unilateral NMR can provide information about the artist’s work practices and techniques, and most importantly, contribute to the selection of proper and adequate conservation and restoration procedures.

In the field of paintings, two recent cases of application of stratigraphy NMR were here reported. In the first case, unilateral NMR was applied to evaluate the overlap of the pictorial layers in three paintings by Giuseppe Capogrossi, providing insights into the artist’s technique. Secondly, unilateral NMR was applied to a painting by Alberto Burri to monitor its state of conservation and evaluate a previous restoration work, specifically, examining the adhesion of the original canvas to the new canvas applied on the back. This restoration had been carried out to strengthen the support of the pictorial film and to restore its initial tension.
Three paintings by Giuseppe Capogrossi were analyzed by unilateral NMR, called Surface 538, Surface 207 and Surface 553. Studies and restoration of his paintings have shown that he often reused the verses of the paintings or made changes to the works even after time. It is a well-known fact that sometimes Giuseppe Capogrossi has retouched the Surfaces exhibited in the room dedicated to him at the National Gallery of Modern and Contemporary Art in Rome.

As part of a project of conservation and restoration of the three paintings, the use of non-invasive NMR analysis allowed us to shed light on possible re-paintings and rethinking by the artist.

For each painting, areas with different colors were analyzed to assess the overlap of the layers. All the areas analyzed have the size of 2.5 × 2.5 cm², and a micrometric thickness of about 20 µm. The profiles were executed by analyzing the entire thickness of the painting of about 1.5 mm with a step of about 50 µm.

In the painting Surface 538, three types of black—matt black, glossy black, and repainted black—can be observed. Figure 6a shows the NMR stratigraphies obtained on the areas painted in black. The opaque black areas, N1 and N2, consist of a thickness of about 0.4 mm. The glossy black areas, NL, and repainted black areas, Nr, instead show an increase in thickness due to the presence of several layers of painting. In particular, the thickest pictorial layer can be observed on the repainted black area, Nr, with a thickness almost double compared to the other areas analyzed and about 0.7 mm. The glossy area, NL, shows the overlap of two layers of different thickness: the most superficial layer relative to the glossy layer of about 0.2 mm and an underlying layer of about 0.4 mm, probably related to the matte black painting layer of the painting.

![Figure 6.](image)

**Figure 6.** (a) Surface image 538, the letters indicate the measuring points. (b) ¹H NMR profiles obtained on the areas: NL—Glossy black area; Nr—Black area, repainted; N1—Matt black area without repainting; N2—Matt black area without repainting. (c) ¹H NMR profiles obtained on orange zone A.

Figure 6b shows the profile of the orange area, A. This point shows the profile of a painting layer thicker than the other areas, probably consisting of more than two layers. The total thickness is about 0.9 mm.
Figure 7 shows the image of surface 553 and the four areas analyzed with the NMR stratigraphy: 2 areas on white painting B1 and B2, an area on black painting N, and an area on red painting, R.

![Figure 7](image)

Figure 7. (a) image of painting 553; (b) profiles $^1$H NMR on painting 553, obtained on the areas: B1—white on the frame, B2—white; and R—red.

The profiles show a pictorial layer with a thickness of about 0.6 mm in all areas analyzed. The area painted in black, N, shows a slight increase in thickness of about 0.1 mm. In the profile acquired on the white area at the frame, area B1, it is possible to observe at a depth of about 1.5 mm the signal of the hydrogen content of the wooden axis positioned below the canvas and which constitutes the frame of the painting. This data confirms that the thickness of the painting, including the canvas is about 1.2 mm.

The area under the frame, B1, does not show a thickness less than the yellowed area, B2. It is assumed that the yellowing is not due to the degradation of a layer above (paint type) that consequently should have increased the thickness of the painting, but to other types of degradation concerning the painting film.

For the painting surface 207, shown in Figure 8a, three colored areas were analyzed, C—celestial area; V—green area; B—white area; and two black areas Nv—opaque black area superimposed on green area; Nb—opaque black area, which are assumed to have been overwritten on white area blue, green and white.

Figure 8b shows the profiles obtained in the green, blue, and white areas. The areas analyzed show the pictorial layer with a thickness of about 0.6 mm.

Figure 8c,d show the comparisons of the $^1$H NMR profiles obtained on the colored areas and on the black areas above. Both black areas analyzed show the presence of two layers of paint, the surface black of about 0.4 mm, and the underlying of about 0.6 mm relative to the colored area.

In conclusion, the measurements with unilateral NMR sensors allowed us to evaluate the thickness of the pictorial layers in different areas of the three paintings made by Capogrossi. It has been possible to obtain information on the thickness of the various layers over put and of the repainting of both the glossy layers and those affected by the rethinking, such as the white area repainted in black in the Surface 538.

The second case of application of the unilateral NMR sensors for studying painting stratigraphy is that of the artwork Catrame by Alberto Burri, characterized by using a material conglomerate not adhering to the support. This fragility, also from the point of view of conservation, made necessary in 1970 a significant restoration work. The intervention consisted of the replacement of the frame, the adhesion of the original canvas to a new
canvas applied on the back to strengthen the support of the pictorial film, and the leveling of the material conglomerates, involving a radical change of the painting.

Figure 8. (a) Image of painting 207 with the areas analyzed with the NMR stratigraphy; (b) $^1$H NMR profiles obtained on the C-celestial area areas; V green area; B white area; (c) comparisons of the $^1$H NMR profiles obtained on the green area and on the opaque black area superimposed on the green area; (d) comparisons of the $^1$H NMR profiles obtained on the white area and on the opaque black area superimposed on the white area, Nb.

The investigations carried out with unilateral NMR sensors on the painting Catrame by Alberto Burri, are placed within a diagnostic project that has as its objective the characterization of the constituent materials, the monitoring of the state of conservation of the painting and the evaluation of the adhesion of the new canvas on the original canvas before the next planned restoration work.

The stratigraphic profiles acquired with NMR have shown a high variability from area to area, due to the different pictorial execution of Burri, the different materials used, and the state of conservation. In this preliminary investigation of the painting, three types of statistical profiles have been identified, characterized by different total thicknesses: stratigraphic profile thickness less than 3 mm (point 6); stratigraphic profile thickness of about 3 mm (point 16); and lastly, the thickness of the stratigraphic profile greater than 3 mm (maximum value found 4 mm). Figure 9 shows three areas analyzed with different NMR stratigraphic thicknesses.

The profile was acquired by scanning the painting from the surface up to 5000 µm. The spatial range of acquisition has been modulated according to the type of area to be characterized, in the areas of the painting with greater pictorial inhomogeneity and in the presence of thick layers of painting, the profile was acquired for greater depth also making measurements from the back of the painting. The NMR profiles were then processed through a smoothing, reconstruction, and repositioning of the stratigraphies, considering the canvas support as the starting point (depth at 0 mm) while the end point (depth at 3–4 mm) the pictorial layer of the painting.
Figure 9. Top left shows an image of painting Catrame with the areas analyzed with the NMR stratigraphy is shown. The other graphs show the $^1$H NMR profile of points P6, P16, and P5. In abscissa is shown the thickness/depth (depth) of scanning expressed in micrometers ($\mu$m), in ordinate is reported the signal NMR (arbitrary units) indicating the hydrogen content of the different layers constituting the painting. Above is a graphic diagram that suggests the possible correlation between the stratigraphy of the painting and the stratigraphic profile NMR.

The area analyzed in point 5 shows a wide stratigraphic profile that exceeds even 4 mm. In the above area is also visible a loss of NMR signal between the peak relative to the support (depth at about 0 mm) and the subsequent peak with a signal intensity, attributable to the following preparatory or pictorial layers. This lack of signal can be traced back to several causes, including the presence of detachments between the canvas and the original canvas, or the presence of mineral-charged grouting containing a low content of hydrogen, or finally the presence of original preparatory or pictorial layers made of materials with a low content of hydrogen (preparation with earth or limestone pigments).

To confirm and obtain a complete attribution of the signals of the stratigraphic profile, NMR is fundamental to the collection of information on the materials and methods used in previous restorations.

2.3. Unilateral NMR for Evaluating Degradation Processes: Study of Porosity in Lapideous Materials

The study of natural and artificial lapideous materials is a significant area of research within the field of cultural heritage preservation. Lapideous materials are essential components of historic structures, artifacts, and monuments, and understanding their properties and behavior over time is critical for their conservation and preservation for future generations [34,35]. From the macro-scale viewpoint, the issue is to maintain the structural integrity of the monument or manufacts as a whole. On the micro scale, the focus is on understanding the properties and behavior of individual materials. One of the key concerns in this research is the investigation of aspects related to the modification of the pore structure.
Porosity is a fundamental aspect to be evaluated, as it affects many degradation processes in lapideous materials. By studying such a parameter, it is, therefore, better understood how alteration phenomena occur, providing useful information for the conservation and preservation of historical–cultural heritage and architectural structures. It is often observed that analogous materials from a chemical and mineralogical perspective can undergo different alterations due to variations in their structural and textural characteristics, porosity, and all related parameters.

In the rigorous terms of physics, porosity is defined as: “the ratio between the volume of voids, both interconnected and non-interconnected, present in a portion of material and the total, geometric volume of that portion”. The general definition rightly mentions both communicating and non-communicating pores; in the specific context of degradation issues, non-communicating pores can instead be neglected, as alteration processes occur solely based on the movement of fluids, particularly water. Fundamental parameters, such as the amount of absorbed fluids, the rate of imbibition, and evaporation are intricately tied to porosity. These parameters provide insights into how textural and porosimetric characteristics govern the timing and modes of fluid circulation within the material. Notably, simpler methodologies, such as examining capillary imbibition curves or conducting total immersion and subsequent desorption tests—whether involving different materials or the same materials after artificial aging—offer valuable insights into these processes. Nevertheless, for a comprehensive understanding of fluid dynamics within the material, it is essential to measure the dimensional distribution of porosity, transcending beyond merely the global porosity value.

There are several analytical methodologies used to study porosity and its dimensional distribution in stone, each with its own advantages and limitations. One commonly used technique is mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP), which involves forcing mercury into the pores of a stone sample under controlled conditions and measuring the pressure required to do so. This method allows for the quantification of the size, distribution, and volume of pores in a stone sample. Other methods include scanning electron microscopy (SEM), which can provide high-resolution images of the internal structure of a stone sample, and X-ray computed tomography (CT), which can produce 3D images of a sample’s internal structure and porosity. Another technique is nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, which provides information on the chemical and physical properties of the materials in a sample, including pore size and distribution. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is considered today an indispensable tool for the study of porous media in many research and industrial areas, such as in sedimentary rocks in the oil industry [36,37], soil research [38], or cement pastes [39]. However, conducting examinations of cultural heritage without causing damage requires non-invasive and non-destructive techniques. Unfortunately, there are only a limited number of non-invasive techniques available for the in situ evaluation of stone porosity, which makes this research challenging. Among these methods, unilateral NMR stands out as the only technique potentially applicable in the field for obtaining high-resolution images of pore size and distribution, dropping the need for invasive sampling or laboratory analysis on precious materials of interest in cultural heritage.

The NMR methods to probe porous media are based on the measurement of relaxation times and diffusion coefficients of water inside the porous matrix [40,41]. In fact, the relaxation times of fluids confined in porous media are strictly related to the geometry of the structure, as water in small pores relaxes rapidly, whereas water in large pores relaxes more slowly. The presence of relaxation sinks at the surface of pore grains and the inhomogeneity of pore dimensions cause multiexponential decay of the magnetization and a reduction in relaxation times. In the literature, numerous experiments on water-saturated rocks have compared relaxation–time distributions to pore–size distributions obtained by other techniques such as Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) [42,43]. Both techniques can offer similar results in most porous materials, although NMR measures the size of pore bodies, whereas MIP measures the size of the pore throats. However, if there is a reasonably consistent factor between the pore throat and the body, then the relaxation-time distribution
may be similar to the pore-size distribution determined by MIP [44]. Because the relaxation times of confined water in porous media depend on pores size, a multi-exponential decay of the magnetization with echo time is expected. Commonly, several algorithms based on an inverse Laplace transformation are applied to the decay for obtaining a distribution of relaxation times [45]. In this representation, peak maxima are the most probable $T_2$ values and peak areas are the populations of each component. In addition to providing information on the porosity of building materials, unilateral NMR can also be used to assess other key physical properties, such as water content and diffusion rates.

Nevertheless, the limited resolution of portable NMR instruments may not be useful to detect small or narrow pores, which significantly influence the physical properties of a stone. This limitation poses a risk of underestimating porosity. Therefore, a comprehensive material characterization, employing various methodologies, including destructive ones, remains the preferred approach.

In this paper, Sabucina stones were analyzed by applying unilateral NMR to evaluate the effect of artificial mechanical degradations on the porosity distribution.

Sabucina stones have been a popular building material in Sicily for centuries, with ancient quarries supplying the material for many locally significant architectural structures and sculptures. This yellow bioclastic calcarenite, known geologically as Capodarso Calcarenites—Enna Fm., is a Pliocene formation with excellent physical and mechanical properties, as well as aesthetic features that make it a popular replacement stone for Baroque monuments in the Noto Valley, which are included in the UNESCO Heritage List.

Sabucina stone can be classified as a biosparite. Its allochems consist of small bioclast fragments, while its orthochems are predominantly made up of spathic calcite, with a small amount of micrite with an uneven distribution (the texture varies between grainstone and packstone). The siliciclastic component is due to sub-rounded quartz grains (2–3 vol%; ~100 µm). The stone’s porosity is interparticle, moldic, and vuggy [46], comprising 20–30% of its volume. Referring to behavior of stone against water by capillarity and total immersion, standard tests [47,48] give back values of 0.02 g/cm$^2$ and 11.07%, respectively, without variations related to directions (isotropic texture). Accelerating aging test [49] were carried out on samples, providing an average of $-11.09\%$ mass loss after 15 weathering cycles, with a “salt controlled” behavior (positive mass variation) until the fourth-five cycles and a “weathered controlled” (negative mass variation) from the sixth one. The degradation process mainly occurs by disintegrating the samples from the edges, resulting in the formation of white patinas associated with chromatic changes, granular disintegration, and powdering. Porosity and pore size distribution investigated by mercury intrusion porosimetry tests (MIP) [50] highlight a total accessible porosity of 26.86% and a total pore volume of 0.1356 g/cm$^3$. Referring to pore size distribution, an average pore radius of 0.1442 µm and a mode peak at 8.5567 µm have been obtained.

In Figure 10, results obtained by applying NMR to the Sabucina sample for analyzing porosity distribution before and after degradation are shown. The decay constant $T_2$ is proportional to the pore size, with smaller pores characterized by shorter relaxation times compared to those measured in larger pores. In the Sabucina untreated sample, five components of $T_2$ were observed, with a proton density centered in the medium pores size (see Table 1). After the aging test, results indicated an increase in the longest component of $T_2$ with the number of weathering cycles, reaching a normalized proton density of approximately 40% of the total pore size population. This shift to larger values of $T_2$ indicates an enlargement of pore sizes due to mechanical aging.
Figure 10. Comparison of distributions of $T_2$ in the Sabucina Stone before and after artificial aging. (a) untreated sample (NT); (b) sample aged for 8 cycles aging sample; and (c) sample aged for 14 cycles. The distribution of $T_2$ was obtained by averaging and fitting the signal of the transverse component of the magnetization acquired at depths of 1000, 700, and 400 $\mu$m from the surface of the sample.

Table 1. Values of $T_2$ and their proton densities, expressed as weight (W) and normalized to 100, measured in the untreated sample, and after aging with 8 and 14 cycles. The reported values were calculated by averaging three distributions acquired at 1000, 700 and 400 $\mu$m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$W_A$ (%)</th>
<th>$T_{2A}$ (ms)</th>
<th>$W_B$ (%)</th>
<th>$T_{2B}$ (ms)</th>
<th>$W_C$ (%)</th>
<th>$T_{2C}$ (ms)</th>
<th>$W_D$ (%)</th>
<th>$T_{2D}$ (ms)</th>
<th>$W_E$ (%)</th>
<th>$T_{2E}$ (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Untreated sample</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.01</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10 ± 2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35 ± 5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>113 ± 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 cycles</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.01</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8 ± 2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27 ± 5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>68 ± 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 cycles</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.01</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6 ± 2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21 ± 5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>62 ± 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As reported, the distribution obtained by applying portable NMR can help conservators in evaluating the effects of the degradation phenomena on the porosity by comparing
the results before and after the aging test. However, it is important to note that, even though \( T_2 \) values can potentially be used to estimate pores size, the data obtained through such processing cannot be considered as the effective dimensions of the pores. This is because, with portable NMR, the signal was acquired under an inhomogeneous magnetic field. In a homogeneous field, the transverse relaxation rates \( \frac{1}{T_2} \) in saturated porous media may be written as follows:

\[
\frac{1}{T_2} = \frac{1}{T_{2b}} + \rho_2 \frac{S}{V}
\]  

(4)

where \( T_{2b} \) are the bulk relaxation times, \( \rho_2 \) originates from the molecules in contact with the pore surface, \( \rho_2 \) is the surface relaxivity, and \( \frac{S}{V} \) is the surface to volume ratio. Bulk contributions are often much smaller than those of surfaces and in many cases may be neglected. However, in the presence of a magnetic field gradient of strength \( G \), attenuation due to molecular diffusion must be accounted for. The gradient may originate from variations in the magnetic susceptibility associated with pore geometry or from inhomogeneity in the applied magnetic field \( B_0 \). Therefore, in strongly inhomogeneous polarization and RF fields such as the case of unilateral NMR, the transverse spin–spin relaxation rate also depends on the \( G \) strength:

\[
\frac{1}{T_2} = \frac{1}{T_{2b}} + \rho_2 \frac{S}{V} + \frac{D(\gamma G t_E)^2}{12}
\]  

(5)

where \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient, \( \gamma \) is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus observed, and \( t_E \) is the echo time. The effect of diffusion may be significantly reduced by employing a CPMG sequence with the shortest possible echo time to measure \( T_2 \). In Figure 11, the okT2 distributions of the Sabucina stone under homogeneous and inhomogeneous magnetic fields were compared. As expected, although the number of \( T_2 \) components is the same, a shortening of \( T_2 \) values can be observed.

![Figure 11. Distributions of T2 obtained by acquiring the NMR signal (RF 20 MHz) under a homogeneous magnetic field (Minispec MQ-Bruker-sample dimension 10 mm) and an inhomogeneous magnetic field (portable NMR-Magritek).](image)

3. Experimental Details

3.1. Moisture in Masonry

3.1.1. Church of San Nicola in Carcere

Measurements were performed in situ with a unilateral NMR instrument from Bruker Biospin, see Figure 1a, operating at 17 MHz, at a depth of 0.3 cm from the surface, fully disregarding the signal from the surface. The maximum echo signal corresponding to a \( \pi/2 \) pulse was obtained with a pulse width of 3 \( \mu \)s. The dead time was 15 \( \mu \)s. Measurements
were carried out in the lower part of the apse along a matrix of 50 points appropriately chosen to cover an area with a height of 120 cm and a width of about 1100 cm. Each measured point corresponded to an area of 10 cm$^2$, which is the area that the probe head detects.

3.1.2. Priscilla Catacombs

Measurements were performed in situ with a unilateral NMR instrument from Bruker Biospin, see Figure 1a, operating at 16 MHz, at a depth of 0.5 cm from the surface, fully disregarding the signal from the surface. The maximum echo signal corresponding to a $\pi/2$ pulse was obtained with a pulse width of 16 $\mu$s. The dead time was 15 $\mu$s. Measurements were carried out on an area of the Greek Chapel, on a matrix of 18 points. Each measured point corresponded to an area of 10 cm$^2$.

3.1.3. Brancacci Chapel

Measurements were performed in situ with a unilateral NMR instrument from Bruker Biospin, see Figure 1a, operating at 18 MHz, at a depth of 0.1 cm from the surface, fully disregarding the signal from the surface. The maximum echo signal corresponding to a $\pi/2$ pulse was obtained with a pulse width of 3 $\mu$s. The dead time was 15 $\mu$s. Measurements were carried out on the left pillar of the Brancacci Chapel, decorated with the Cacciata dei Progenitori dall’Eden by Masaccio on a matrix of 13 points. Each measured point corresponded to an area of 10 cm$^2$.

3.2. Paintings

3.2.1. Capogrossi Paintings

$^1$H NMR stratigraphies were collected at 13.62 MHz with a unilateral NMR instrument by Magritek, see Figure 1b, interfaced with a Bruker Biospin electronic unit that can scan depths from 0 up to 1.0 cm. Experiments were carried out by repositioning the single-sided sensor in steps of 30 $\mu$m to cover the desired spatial range, from the outermost surface of the painting to a depth of 0.15 cm; the number of scans was 256. The area of measurement was $2.5 \times 2.5$ cm$^2$.

3.2.2. Burri Painting

$^1$H NMR stratigraphies were collected at 13.62 MHz with a unilateral NMR instrument by Magritek, see Figure 1b, interfaced with a Bruker Biospin electronic unit that can scan depths from 0 up to 1.0 cm. Experiments were carried out by repositioning the single-sided sensor in steps of 30 $\mu$m to cover the desired spatial range, from the outermost surface of the painting to a depth of 0.5 cm; the number of scans was 1024. The area of measurement was $2.5 \times 2.5$ cm$^2$.

3.3. Porosity in Lapideous Materials

Measurements were carried out at 13.62 MHz with a unilateral NMR instrument by Magritek, see Figure 1b, interfaced with a Bruker Biospin electronic unit that can scan depths from 0 up to 1.0 cm. Transverse relaxation times $T_2$ were measured using the CPMG pulse sequence, with 4.096 echoes were recorded with an echo time of 58.5 $\mu$s. Because the field generated by unilateral NMR is inhomogeneous, an effective transverse relaxation times $T_2$eff is obtained and it may be shorter than that measured in a homogeneous field. The shortening of the transverse relaxation time can be minimized by using an echo spacing as short as possible.

TD-NMR experiments were conducted on a Minispec mq 20 pulsed NMR spectrometer by Bruker, with an operating at a frequency of 20 MHz for protons (magnetic field strength: 0.47 T). The NMR spectrometer was equipped with an external thermostat (HAAKE K20) to maintain the desired temperature conditions. The measurements were carried out at 25 °C ($\pm 1$ °C), and before NMR measurements, the tube was placed into the NMR probe for approximately ca. 15 min for thermal equilibration. Transverse relaxation measurements
were performed using the by Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (CPMG) sequence with a pulse spacing of 0.04 ms, between two following 180° pulses, of 0.04 ms; about 8000 echoes were recorded. Measurements with the Minispec were performed to evaluate the $T_2$ distribution under a homogeneous magnetic field.

4. Conclusions

Recent developments of the portable NMR instrument have allowed for the increasing use of the NMR methodology in the cultural heritage field. In this paper, some recent applications of portable NMR sensors are shown.

The non-invasive evaluation of humidity in the masonry by portable NMR is one of the first applications of this portable technique to wall paintings and masonries. Three different cases of humidity in masonries have been reported. Using probes at different depths of penetration, unilateral NMR is able to investigate different regions of the masonry affected by different moisture problems. For capillary rise and percolating humidity, probes at 3 mm and 5 mm depth are used, disregarding the contribution of the surface, while for the condensation humidity, probes at 1 mm depth are very useful to evaluate the surface exchange of moisture of wall with the environment. Moreover, with a suitable calibration procedure, unilateral NMR is still the only one non-invasive technique to evaluate a quantitative distribution of moisture content in the first millimeters of masonries.

Another application is the non-invasive NMR stratigraphy of paintings. Unilateral NMR allows for $^1$H NMR signal amplitude encoding as a function of the scanned depth, providing information on the structure and thickness of the hydrogen-rich layers. The study on three paintings by Capogrossi were showed. The use of non-invasive NMR analysis allowed us to shed light on possible re-paintings and rethinking by the artist. Secondly, the portable NMR was used for monitoring the state of conservation of the painting Catrame by Burri and for evaluating a previous restoration work, specifically, examining the adhesion of the original canvas to the new canvas applied on the back.

Finally, an application of unilateral NMR on lapideous materials is shown for evaluating degradation processes and studying the porosity of stones. Porosity is a fundamental aspect to be evaluated, as it affects many degradation processes in lapideous materials. The study of this parameter allows us to better understand how alteration phenomena occur, providing useful information for the conservation and preservation of historical–cultural heritage and architectural structures. In this paper, Sabucina stone, a popular building material in Sicily, was analyzed by unilateral NMR to evaluate the effect of artificial mechanical degradations on the porosity distribution. After the aging test, NMR parameter $T_2$ measurements indicates an increase in the size of pores caused by mechanical aging. Thus, unilateral NMR stands out as the only technique potentially applicable in the field for obtaining high-resolution images of pore size and distribution, dropping the need for invasive sampling or laboratory analysis on precious materials of interest in cultural heritage.
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